1) Start a Zoom session with the webcam on.
2) Click **Share Screen** at the bottom of the Zoom session window. *Check **Share computer sound** box.
3) Select the desktop or program such as PowerPoint that you want to share from the **Basic** tab.
4) To add the document camera or laptop click **New Share**, the **Advanced** Tab, and **Content from 2nd Camera**. *Select the document camera or laptop from the touch panel.
5) Switch between document camera and webcam with **Switch Camera**.
6) Switch back to desktop program (PowerPoint) with **New Share** and select a source in the **Basic** tab.
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1) Start a Zoom session with the webcam on.
2) Click **Share Screen** at the bottom of the Zoom session window. *Check **Share computer sound** box.
3) Select **Screen** from the **Basic** tab.
4) Open the **Camera app** from the Start menu.
5) Switch between document camera and webcam with **swap** camera button. 📸
   *You must stop video on Zoom before doing this so the camera app can use the webcam. Ensure camera app is back on doc cam before resuming video in Zoom.
6) Quickly switch between desktop program (PowerPoint) and Camera app with **alt+tab** on the keyboard.
You can record more devices by choosing them from the list to the left.